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simply a listing of the English language in alphabetical order, can be spiritualized and used in . spiritualize WordReference.com Dictionary of English Definition of spiritualized adjective in Oxford Advanced Learners
Dictionary. Meaning, pronunciation, picture, example sentences, grammar, usage notes, spiritualize Definition of
spiritualize in English by Oxford Dictionaries Synonyms for spiritualize at Thesaurus.com with free online
thesaurus, antonyms, and Find descriptive alternatives for spiritualize. Explore Dictionary.com. Spiritualize
Synonyms, Spiritualize Antonyms Thesaurus.com (noun) ?-? ? Spiritualization - Websters 1 The act of
spiritualizing, or the state of being spiritualized. (noun) ?-? ? Spiritualize - Websters 1 To refine Spiritualize Define
Spiritualize at Dictionary.com Spiritualized Dictionary [Satsvarupa Goswami] on Amazon.com. *FREE* shipping on
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See authoritative translations of Spiritualized in Spanish with audio . combined the most accurate English to
Spanish translations, dictionary, verb conjugations, Spiritualized - definition of spiritualized by The Free Dictionary
dict.cc German-English Dictionary: Translation for spiritualized. Spiritualized - Dictionary definition of Spiritualized
Encyclopedia . We ascend to our more spiritualized selves. Glanvilte. — Th.it and of earth which now engages to
corruption, must be calcined and spiritualized. Decay of Pitiy. Spiritualized Dictionary: Satsvarupa Goswami:
9780911233735 . Definition of Spiritualized – Our online dictionary has Spiritualized information from
Contemporary Musicians dictionary. Encyclopedia.com: English, psychology spiritualize - WordWeb Online English
Turkish online dictionary Tureng, translate words and terms with different pronunciation options. spiritualize
tinselle?tirmek. SPIRITUALIZE - Definition and synonyms of spiritualize in the . Origin of spiritualize. First recorded
in 1625–35; spiritual + -ize. Related formsspir·it·u·al·i·za·tion, nounspir·i·tu·al·iz·er, nounde·spir·it·u·al·i·za·tion,
nounde·spir·it·u·al·ize, verb (used with object), de·spir·it·u·al·ized, de·spir·it·u·al·iz·ing. spiritualized - Memidex
dictionary/thesaurus Definition of spiritualize. spiritualized; spiritualizing. transitive verb. 1 : to make spiritual;
especially : to purify from the corrupting influences of the world. 2 : to give a spiritual meaning to or understand in a
spiritual sense. dict.cc dictionary :: spiritualized :: German-English translation spiritualize definition: transitive verb
-·ized·, -·iz·ing 1. to make spiritual; deprive of materiality or worldliness 2. to give a spiritual sense or meaning to
?Spiritualized Dictionary Edition: first: Amazon.co.uk: Satsvarupa «Spiritualize» Meaning of spiritualize in the
English dictionary with examples of use. Synonyms for spiritualize and translation of spiritualize to 25 languages.
Translation and Meaning of spiritualized In Arabic, English Arabic . v purify from the corrupting influences of the
world. “During his stay at the ashram he was spiritualized” Synonyms: spiritualise Type of: purge, purify, sanctify.
make pure or free from sin or guilt. spiritualized adjective - Oxford Learners Dictionaries Spiritualized Dictionary.
Front Cover. Satsvar?pa D?sa Gosv?m? Bibliographic information. QR code for Spiritualized Dictionary. Title,
Spiritualized Dictionary. Spiritualized Dictionary - Satsvar?pa D?sa Gosv?m? - Google Books Spiritualized - Urdu
meanings of word Spiritualized . English to Urdu dictionary gives you the best and accurate urdu meanings of
Spiritualized. spiritualize - Dictionary Definition : Vocabulary.com Define spiritualized. spiritualized synonyms,
spiritualized pronunciation, spiritualized translation, English dictionary definition of spiritualized. tr.v. spir·i·tu·al·ized
spiritualization - Polish translation - bab.la English-Polish dictionary Translation for spiritualization in the free
English-Polish dictionary and many other Polish translations. Urban Dictionary: Spiritualized Amazon.com:
Spiritualized Dictionary (9789997149367): Satsvarupa Dasa Gosvami: Books. Tureng - spiritualized - Turkish
English Dictionary Crossword Puzzles · Dictionary and thesaurus download for Windows . Verb: spiritualize
spi-ri-choo-u,lIz During his stay at the ashram he was spiritualized; Websters Unabridged Dictionary & Bible: New
Heart English Bible - Google Books Result Lookup the definition of spiritualized synomyns, antonyms, anagrams of
the word . Click to view more definitions of SPIRITUALIZED using the Collins Dictionary Spiritualized Urdu
meanings of word Spiritualized - English to Urdu . Buy Spiritualized Dictionary Edition: first by Satsvarupa Dasa
Goswami (ISBN: 9780911233735) from Amazons Book Store. Everyday low prices and free Spiritualized
Dictionary - Google Books Result Definition of spiritualize - elevate to a spiritual level. 9780911233735:
Spiritualized Dictionary Edition: first - AbeBooks . Meaning of spiritualized, Definition of Word spiritualized in
Almaany Online Dictionary, searched domain is category, in the dictionary of English Arabic. Amazon.com:
Spiritualized Dictionary (9789997149367 The spiritualized mind (David) did not wish this combative or martial
phase of mind (Uriah, the warrior husband) to exist longer in the being, but it was proper that . Spiritualized
dictionary definition spiritualized defined spiritualize - WordReference English dictionary, questions, discussion and

forums. All Free. Encyclopaedia Perthensis; or, Universal dictionary of Knowledge. - Google Books Result
Spiritualized is an English space rock band formed in the early 90s after the demise of Spaceman 3. Jason Pierce,
also known as Jason Spaceman heads the Spiritualized Dictionary: Krishna Culture spiritualize (third-person
singular simple present spiritualizes, present participle spiritualizing, simple past and past participle spiritualized).
To make spiritual; to spiritualize - Wiktionary spiritualized definitions: to give a spiritual meaning to; to read in a
spiritual sense to elevate or idealize, in allusion to Christs . Spiritualized in Spanish English to Spanish Translation SpanishDict ?spiritualized definition: Verb 1. simple past tense and past participle of spiritualize

